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H E L E N . 6 . 1 0A M , 2 6 T H AU G U S T.
ANGER, REVENGE, SUPERSTITION.
Portrait and words: Mark Aitken

In Sanctum Ephemeral, Mark Atiken
individually photographs a diverse range
of people in their homes which are under
threat from property developers. Each photo is
followed by a beautifully strange and insightful

Words fail us. We feel impotent and angry.

written counterpart, portraying the thoughts

People let me into their homes. I hear stories;

and feelings of Aitken’s subjects. Aitken’s

gather evidence. Some of it makes sense.

own notes on the series (featured below) are

Some of it troubling. The rooms, the memories

just as emotive, containing a striking poetic

and the inhabitants reflect each other. Empty

quality that feels like a part of the work itself.

rooms as full as those overflowing. We talk
about making pictures. We shape inanimate
tableaus. An ephemeral trust develops.

Notes on Sanctum Ephemeral
These pictures invoke the ephemera

An old Jamaican man tells me…

from which we invent ourselves.
'When you wake you should knock three times
The context of these pictures is also ephemeral.

on your pillow to remember your dreams.'

Property developers have cast a shadow
over the homes in these photographs.

I ask people about their dreams. I speak
with children. They dream of what might be.

I pick up pennies. It’s a superstition ritual so I can’t
tell you where they are. Three piles of three. I wait for
a day that has a three in it. Then I put them in a jar.
It gives me control and hope in a world controlled
by money. I’m taking control of what controls me.
Now I’m making porcelain coins.

I have pressing conversations with neighbours.

I speak with adults. Some want to know what

We shed frustration. The impositions are beyond

happened. Others know that while they were

our control. Proposals beyond comprehension.

dreaming, the world became their dream. I
learn that everything is ephemeral and that

'There’s nothing wrong with my house.

if there is such a thing as sanctuary,

Why do they want to knock it down?'

it lies within this understanding.

www.thedeepriver.org

I wonder if women are more superstitious than men.
Sanctum Ephemeral is supported
by Arts Council England and the
National Lottery. In June 2017 the
London Festival of Architecture will
collaborate in an on-site installation at
Cressingham Gardens housing estate.

J A N TA R
M A N TA R

Photographer Marcin Januszkiewicz explores the magical
architecture of India’s historic observatories in a series
of high-grain, selenium and sepia toned lith prints.

Photography: Marcin Januszkiewicz
Words: Iris Veysey

In the early eighteenth century Maharajah Jai
Singh, who had a keen interest in mathematics
and astronomy, built a series of astronomical
observatories, known as the Jantar Mantars.
There were originally five sites at Delhi,
Jaipur, Benares, Ujjain, and Mathura. The

The lack of human presence makes it hard

observatory at Mathura was demolished in

to date the images; they could have been

1857, but the others survived. Rising out of the

taken much earlier. Likewise, the antiquated

ground in great, geometric slabs of red and

sepia look—achieved by toning with selenium

white, the Jantar Mantars are a fascinating

and sepia—suggests a past time. Lith printing

sight, having the appearance of monolithic

itself is perhaps becoming a thing of the past.

sculptures or ancient monuments. Together,

A darkroom technique which is similar to

the masonry steps, curves and triangles

conventional wet darkroom printing, it relies

form a sophisticated set of astronomical

on the correct paper (many varieties of which

instruments, carefully designed for observing

are no longer in production) and developer.

the movements of celestial bodies.

Januszkiewicz, who has no formal training,
chose lith printing for its grainy effect: ‘Grain is a

Drawn to what he calls the ‘magic’ of the

substantial ingredient of analogue photography

Jantar Mantar sites, photographer Marcin

and I’d been trying to find a certain gritty look

Januszkiewicz set out to capture the Delhi

that would satisfy me. This proved to me not

and Jaipur sites. He eventually produced a

entirely possible with printing even high-speed

series of bold, selenium and sepia lith prints.

traditional black-and-white negatives. Lith

Grainy and textured, the images focus on

printing allows me to achieve the look I’m after.’

details and fragments of the structures. The
stone of the walls is interrupted occasionally

In content and execution, Januszkiewicz's

by the top of a palm tree or a stretch of

photographs are similar to colonial

sky. People appear only as shadows.

photographs of India in the nineteenth
century. They recall the grainy, warm-toned

The Jantar Mantars are popular tourist

images of temples and palaces produced by

attractions, but there’s no sense of this

photographers such as Captain Linnaeus Tripe

in Januszkiewicz's photographs. Instead,

and Dr John Murray. Yet there is something

Januszkiewicz has focused on the enduring

more modern in the abstract shapes created

characteristics of the site: structure, light

by the observatories and their shadows. The

and shadow. The instruments were designed

graphic effect is reminiscent of Lucien Hervé’s

to undertake solar observations, and the

high contrast images of Chandigargh, Le

structures channel and pinpoint the light.

Corbusier’s modernist city in northern India.

Fittingly, the photographs have a chiaroscuro
quality, emphasising the way the sun falls on

Januszkiewicz is expanding his practice into

the sites.

photobooks. At present, he is working on a
leporello—a kind of concertina fold book—
containing a long series of lith prints. The
prints he uses will be released in an edition of
two and then the negatives will be destroyed.

www.goo.gl/ZceWpm

HEROINE
In Heroine, Chloe Massey delves into the often overlooked but
inspirational history of some of the great matriarchs of the past. Using
carefully styled models in striking settings, Massey rekindles the spirit
of these legendary women to retell their stories and unearth their
extraordinary contributions to the progression of women’s rights.

Photography: Chloe Massey
Interviewer: Luke Archer

How did you come up with the concept for Heroine?
Women have been extraordinary advocates of change
throughout history but I was ashamed that I couldn’t
name many of the freedom fighters, rebels, queens
and matriarchs that have paved the way for women’s
rights today. The imperial and mostly male dictators
of history have manipulated a story that isn’t true and
as a consequence we are not taught about inspiring
women of the past in school or even at home.
This project gave me a chance to immerse myself
in a forgotten but utterly crucial history which I
hope to share through my photographs and accompanying text. I have found that these stories are as
relevant as ever as we try to overcome the same
obstacles women have been facing for centuries.

What was the biggest influence on the project?
Nur Jahan, Fifteenth Century, India

I don't think there is one woman who hasn't at
some time in their lives, and more often than not

Mehr-un-Nissa, known as Nur Jahan

on a daily basis, felt some form of degradation as

(‘light of the world’), was a majestic

a consequence of her gender. How crazy is that?

visionary, a poet and an entrepreneur,

As a young woman I guess I have a natural desire

who acquired all the rights of sovereignty

to want to share the ineffable brilliance of women

and government in the Mughal Empire

and I decided to show this through significant

after just nine years of marriage.

female leaders of the past. Of course there are
equally brilliant men but they do already fill the

A Persian immigrant in India that was faced
with the restrictions allocated to her gender,
yet her words broke down the barriers
that once restricted women in India.
With intellect and creativity she built a
cosmopolitan Empire where culture and
wealth grew lavishly, facilitating the trade
of luxury garments, fragrances, jewellery
and cuisine.
Respect for her patronage meant that she
could protect women, giving mothers land
and providing dowries for orphan girls.
If there was not an existing way to help the
wives, concubines, servants and children
of her kingdom, she would make one.

pages of historical and contemporary books.

The images have an exquisite quality to them. Was it
important for you that the project was shot on film?
I’ve always loved using film; it slows down the
way I work and as I usually fix my camera to a
tripod, allowing me to interact with the person
I am photographing more closely. I wanted the
pictures to have a sensual, majestic and precious
quality. This might be because I see the women
as monumental capsules of time; I’d like to
paint them in the best way that I know how.

The images seem to fall between fashion
and portraiture - was this intentional?
I always envisaged a collection of striking portraits. I
have always admired fashion photographs and how
the careful use of styling can affect an image and
tell you so much about a person. I would spend a
lot of time researching a monarch, through modern
and historical literature but also through painting
and other visuals of their time, such as; the fabrics or

Wu Zetian, Seventh Century, China

metals being traded in their empire, the relationships
they had with men and other women, and their

China’s only female Emperor, Wu Zetian, was an

hobbies and skills. I think the hybrid of fashion

innovator who determinedly worked her way

and portraiture that emerged came as a natural

up to the throne, a feminist and activist who

progression of this research and the way I work.

opposed the stifling conservatism and brutal
gender stereotypes women were faced with.
Wu introduced Buddhism to China as the
national religion, bringing with it ideas of equality and shattering the sexism of the ancient
Taoist meanings attached to the Yin & Yang.
Wu changed her name, previously a privilege
only a man had the right to do, to a symbol
of the sun (which portrays the masculine
Yang) next to the moon (the feminine Yin).
In one of Wu’s grandest expressions of feminine
equality she placed a female Buddhist sculpture
in front of traditionally masculine Buddhas.
The act was a remarkable demonstratiorn
of the Empress’s self-confidence, further
portraying her power and heroism.

Did you cast all of the sitters yourself?
For me one of the best things about making pictures
is working with people and I love to street cast
people who I see and feel a natural pull towards.
During the project I had a carousel of Monarchs
pivoting in my mind and if I saw someone that
reminded me of a woman I had been researching
I would reach out to them. I am so grateful for
their participation and excitement in being part
of the project. I think it meant a lot for all of us, it
felt special to be part of a group of women paying
homage to the women that came before us.

Were you working alongside a stylist?
I can’t wait to work with stylists in the future
but for this work I styled the shoots myself.
Inspired by a mood board of visuals I would
have garments made by a local tailor or find
vintage pieces in shops and markets.

Next: Menen Asfaw, Twentieth Century, Ethiopia
Empress Menen was a great advocate of

You also worked with animals - what made you want

women’s equality throughout her life, all

to include these?

the while working to support the ill, poor
and disabled.

Animals have been used throughout time to give
symbolic meaning, for example in Africa birds of

Menen was a mother who endured the

prey represent qualities of maternity, wisdom,

loss of many children and understood

nurture, growth and strength. I used the birds to

the unique trials of being a woman.

emphasise these characteristics in the representation
of empress Menen, known as a mother figure in

She campaigned for women’s equality to

Ethiopia, who pushed the modernisation of girls’

men, was patroness of the Ethiopian Red

education, setting up a school for girls whilst going

Cross and founder of the Menen School for

through her own difficulties in having children.

Girls in Addis Ababa, where the students
received a modern education.
When the Empress was exiled from her country
during Italian occupation in the second world
war she made a religious pledge, promising her
crown to the church if Ethiopia was liberated.
Reflecting her life’s loyalty to the disadvantaged
people of Ethiopia and their right to liberty,
she was never seen wearing her crown again.

Out of all the heroines you took inspiration
from, who do you most admire?
How could I choose?! I admire Theodora because
of her ambition despite the restrictions of her
background, and her defiance against the laws that
said women could not live, let alone rule, as men
could. I admire Nzinga (Nzinga Mbande, Sixteenth
Century, Angola) for not succumbing to societal
pressures by refusing to have children and becoming
a fierce warrior, and I admire Menen for dedicating
her life to young girls despite the troubles she had in
conceiving her own children. I have so much respect
for every woman and their story, so complex and
inspiring, and I will continue to make images that
offer a more thorough perspective on their lives.
Empress Theodora, Sixth Century,

Any contemporary figures you view as heroines?

Byzantine Constantinople

I think that Emma Watson is a wonderful

Theodora grew to be an actress and dancer

ambassador for gender equality, empowering

in the hippodromes of Constantinople. She

women and starting an important conversation

was a child prostitute and experienced several

surrounding gender. In particular she highlights

abortions before giving birth as a young girl.

the need to remove certain social and cultural
barriers that impact negatively on masculinity.

Theodora met Emperor Justinian when

Watson believes if changes are made here things

she was twenty one, the unconditional

will improve for women as a direct consequence.

love they shared for one another proving
to be the turning point for women of the
recently established Byzantine Era. Theodora
used her power to help women who also
lived lives of poverty and vulnerability.
She housed prostitutes and achieved
legislation which prohibited forced prostitution and banished brothels. Theodora
developed women’s marriage and dowry
rights, altering divorce laws to be more
favourable to women. She influenced
anti-rape legislation and supported
the many young girls being sold into
sexual slavery. She also secured mothers'
guardianship over their children.
Her infamous displays of courage against
the issues women face today make
her a great, timeless inspiration.

A university project isn't always that long to
complete a body of work - for you, when will
the project be complete?
This project definitely has a lot of unfinished business;
not only do I want to find out about other great
matriarchs, but I want to create a richer, fuller body
of work to represent the women’s lives in more detail.
I would love to visit the countries in which they
reigned and use local research and photographs to
add to the portraits. Hopefully one day I can make
a book and present the wonderfully inspirational
stories of these women in a tangible, lasting way.

What are your plans for the future?
Since graduating I've been making personal
work whilst traveling, which I will continue to do
as I feel as its the best way to learn and improve
my practice. There is a huge, beautiful world on
Wilhelmina, Nineteenth Century, Netherlands

our doorstep, just waiting to be explored.

Wilhelmina became Queen of the Netherlands

www.chloemasseyphotography.com

when she was just ten years old. She was

instagram: @chloe_massey

known to be beautiful and strong willed
and always spoke and acted her mind.
Her business skills made her the world’s
richest woman and the world's first billionaire.
This ‘Queen on guard’ was respected by
soldiers for visiting them during battle and
wishing to experience their realities. She
was also admired by world leaders for
her dominant role in war tactics.
Whilst experiencing several miscarriages
and a stillborn child, Wilhelmina endured
the timeless struggles of men and women
and was seen as an egalitarian as well

Copies of Massey's publication Heroine are

as an empathetic, energetic survivor.

available to purchase from her website.

Central Saint Martins
2016 BA Fashion Show
Image and Words: Joshua Tabti
(photographic assistance from Jasper
Soloff and Giovanni Corabi)
Influenced by Thomas Struth’s candid
photographs of museum visitors,
I decided to record the facial expressions
and observational behaviour of runway
show audiences. Shooting large format
cameras side-by-side for the first time,
I captured two high detailed images that
I would later digitally join into a panoramic
image of the crowd. Being a model in the
show myself complicated matters, but
after composing and refining the framing
for a few hours my faithful and brilliant
assistants were able to shoot on my behalf.

www.joshuatabti.co.uk
instagram: @josh_tabti

To be considered for the Centrefold
please email one landscape orientation
image with a brief description to
hello@loupemag.com

SURFACE
PHENOMENA
Photography: Bartolomeo Celestino
Words: Iris Veysey

The first book by Australian artist Bartolomeo Celestino offers
a painstaking record of the sea off the coast of New South Wales,
casting light on the ever-changing surface of the waters.

At first glance you might be forgiven for
mistaking Bartolomeo Celestino’s book Surface
Phenomena for a pad of particularly attractive
marbled paper. Look closer however, and the
pools and veins of blue, grey and white reveal
themselves to be the surface of the sea. Each

The original prints are large format C-type,

page is a window into a patch of ocean; there’s

some well over a metre wide, and this size

no coast in sight, no horizon—nothing but water.

befits the vastness of the subject. In contrast,
the book is relatively small at twenty one by

Celestino is a multidisciplinary artist whose

thirty centimetres . But whilst the images are

work straddles the fields of conceptual art,

smaller, they benefit from the book format,

video, photography and sculpture. He is also

which emphasises seriality. The reader is faced

co-founder and creative director of fashion and

with page after page of images, reflecting both

art publication Love/Want. Formally trained as

Celestino’s repetitive process and the ever-

a landscape photographer, his work focuses on

changing nature of the sea. The book’s designer,

the natural world, centering particularly on the

Narelle Brewer, has also opted to print the

sea. In 2014 he exhibited Gone to Earth, a project

pictures without borders. It’s a clever choice:

exploring the intersection of sea and air at the

the images fill each page in its entirety, giving a

horizon, and in 2015 he and cinematographer

suitable impression of expanse and continuity.

Stefan Duscio created the film installation A
Romance of Many Dimensions, a study of the

The sea may be Celestino’s primary subject in

ocean in slow motion.

Surface Phenomena but there is something
self-reflexive taking place too. In a 2016 interview

Surface Phenomena is Celestino’s first book.

with Junk he explained, ‘as the film types I use

Published by Melbourne imprint Perimeter

became less available and obsolete I started

Editions, it gathers a series of images taken

creating film plates as a kind of denial that this

on the Australian coast. For five years, Celestino

medium I loved so much was vanishing.’ The

returned day after day to the same clifftop spot

project became not just a document of the sea,

in Bronte, New South Wales, photographing

but of an endangered format. Perhaps, then,

the churning waters below in a routine of

Celestino’s title describes both his subject and

intense observation and visual research. It is a

his process, referring not just to the nature of the

rigorous—almost scientific—approach, and one

sea but to the creation of the image on the plate.

that might engender rather clinical, detached
work. Yet Celestino’s works are neither of these

Surface Phenomena was launched at Offprint

things; rather, they are lyrical and immersive.

at Tate Modern and the original prints were
shown at Sydney’s Olsen Irwin Gallery. Celestino
continues to work on the project and, in his
typically multidisciplinary style, is currently
working with architect Kelvin Ho to produce
3D renders of the prints in granite and marble.

www.olsenirwin.com
instagram: @bartcelestino
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Creative work is nothing but a rough stone.
It is one thing to have it,
and another – much tougher – to turn it
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The work must cause insomnia.
Be rethought, remodelled, revamped.
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A Child’s Landscape

Burned into the ground, and carefully built up again from scratch.
Like a modern phoenix that becomes better and better at each rebirth.

Photography. M G Jackson
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But rest assured: great pixels are forever.
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E A S T S TREE T
TA L E S
Running through Bedminster in South Bristol, the high street
is home to some of the city’s most colourful characters, but as
developers pour money into the neighbourhood many face
being priced out. Ibolya Feher’s East Street Tales project aims
to capture the spirit of the area – before it changes for good.

Photography: Ibolya Feher
Interviewer: Mischa Frankl-Duval

What made you decide to photograph
Bedminster Parade?
It wasn’t really a decision-more a natural process.
East Street is my shopping street. Soon after my first
shopping trips I noticed the uniqueness of the place
and its people and I started to take my camera with
me. The first few images were very well received so
gradually I put more work into it and from 'something
that I do on the side' it has become a project.

The area has a bit of a bad reputation – did you find

How do your subjects feel about their area and

that to be true when you started shooting the project?

the changes going on?

I do photography because I want to share the

Locals really know each other and share a strong

good and beautiful things in life. There are many

sense of community. They come to East Street to

ways to capture a street, and many points of

meet up and socialise as well as to shop. There are

view. A bad reputation means that people have

people who have been loyal customers at the same

already made up their minds about the area

café since their mum took them there in a pram

without actually knowing the place, so I decided

decades ago. The street is very important to them.

to put more emphasis on its positive aspects.
Whilst people want to see positive change in East
Once you stop and truly look you notice

Street, few seem to know about the plans to build

that there are a lot of people who care and

unaffordable luxury flats, and even fewer seem

look after each other. I have seen a lot of

to think about what these changes will mean.

heartwarming moments on East Street.
You’re a local – do you actively look to shoot
people you recognise?
I’m trying to document the important characters
in the community, the people who are there
every day, the people everyone talks about.
I also just photograph whoever catches my eye,
because of their look, their behaviour or the
situation they’re in.

Did the project change the way you looked at
your neighbourhood?
Learning how much East Street means to the people
has changed my feelings and attitude towards the
place significantly. I think that I have become more
attached to the area now – even protective of it.

I S T R O N G LY B ELI E V E
T H AT EM P H A S I S I N G
THE POSITIVE
S I D E O F LI F E
A N D O F F ERI N G A
P O S I T I V E M E S SAG E
C A N B E T T ER
G EN ER AT E CH A N G E

You’ve spoken about the 'drunks, the miserables
and the screamers' around Bedminster, but
few actually feature in the project. Why?
With my photography I try to focus on things
that get less attention. Everybody knows that
there are people struggling against poverty and
people with misuse problems. I don’t feel the

A lot of the people you shoot are pretty

need to highlight these people in this specific

eccentric – are the slightly odder residents

project. I don’t think it would help anybody.

more willing to be photographed?

I strongly believe that emphasising the

Eccentric people are much more willing to stand

positive side of life and offering a positive

in front of the camera. They put a lot of effort into

message can better generate change.

their looks and they like to be recognised and
complimented. East Street has a lot of eccentric
characters, and that probably helps make it a
more unique place.
A lot of people seem to express themselves through
the things that they wear – I’ve also noticed some very
creative personalization of mobility scooters. This is
something I see here more than in other parts of the
city. Perhaps the area has its own fashion trends.

What camera have you been shooting on?
I started on a Yashica Matt 124, an easy-to-use
twin-lens camera with a built-in light meter. When
it just got too old I upgraded to a Hasselblad. I
like to use waist-level cameras; I believe that they
are better for the people I photograph as they
can see my face, which perhaps makes them
feel a bit less threatened. I also like using film.

How has the area begun to change
since you finished the project?
I haven’t really finished the project yet. I think that
it will be finished a few years after the new residents
have moved in.
I see the exhibition I had last summer, which
focused on the high street before the building
works, bringing an end to the first chapter of the
project. The next stage is to cover the transition and
the last chapter will be the new situation, the new

What other projects have you got planned?

buildings, premises and of course, new people.
I’m hoping to do a project this spring that will explore
The building works were meant to start this summer

people’s beliefs, miracles and the way those things can

but they didn’t, so I’m using the extra time I have

be exploited. I have always been interested in religion

now to add a few episodes to the 'before' stage.

and it’s a project I’ve been thinking about for a while.
I am also planning smaller projects that I could fit in

I see this as a very long project, probably covering

around East Street Tales. All of these projects will be

a ten-year period.

about community and people’s everyday stories.

www.ibolyafeher.com
instagram: @eaststreettales

Throughout the series, Berto laments the ups and
downs of a long distance love affair. It is filled with
palpable emotion as it captures the flux between
separation and reunion; time spent close to her
lover, and time spent away. She describes how
the time she spent with him, no matter how
special, was quietly subverted by 'the anxiety and
pressure of immanent separation'. This unease is
present, even in the more tender photographs.
The title, Fragments, is worth dwelling on further. It
seems to explore the very way that we remember
periods of our lives. In keeping with the title, the
disjointed and fleeting essence of the photographs
themselves reinforce Berto’s perception of memory
as a fragmented process, combining a sense of
beauty and frustration that underpins the bittersweet emotions running through her work.
Berto’s decision to use film in this series both small and large format (35mm and

FRAGMENTS

5x4) – adds to the poetry of her work and
the feelings it elicits. Like the long distance
relationship, using film is a slow and thoughtfilled process. For many photographers this
process results in the most emotive and tangible
photographs, and it seems perfectly suited to
the portrayal of Berto’s deeply personal story.

Photography: Giulia Berto
Words: Brian Oosthuizen

The winner of the Shutter Hub Photomasters Award 2016 was Giulia
Berto – an Italian photographer whose recent MA in Photography took
her from London to New York. Berto’s series – Fragments – managed
to capture the hearts of the judges, and won her first place.

What is more, by choosing to use black and white
film, Berto presents the fragments, unadorned by
colour and with no escape from how she felt.
Berto reflects on her series with these
impactful lines:
'I smell you once more, I breathe in the
fresh breeze from the sea, then I leave.
Three cities, four countries, two continents.
The starting point in London then New
York – my adopted home, Dublin – John’s
homeland in Ireland and the North East
part of Italy, where I grew up. These are the
emotional landscapes of a tale of love and
trust, friendship, separation and reunion.'
Fragments explores the most timeless of
human experiences - love, and perhaps
this has contributed to Berto’s success. She
manages to create and share something that
is extremely personal to her whilst drawing in
and uniting an audience who may themselves
have once felt the pangs of a distant love.

www.bertogiulia.com
instagram: @berto.giulia

Photomasters seeks to provide a platform
for the work of recent MA Photography
graduates and students and is held at
The Old Truman Brewery in London.

BRIX TON UPRISING 1981

TURNING
POINT
Photography and words: David Hoffman
Turning Point is curated by Travis Hodges of Photo-Forum

I left college in 1976 and struggled along filling
gaps in book researchers' picture lists on spec.
A good week made me twenty pounds, most
weeks nothing. I was squatting in a run-down
Whitechapel tenement so had no rent to pay and
was lucky enough to have neighbours who'd feed
me when necessary and let me use their bath - I
only had a bedroom, tiny kitchen & my darkroom.
My turning point came in April 1981 - the

My photographs were widely used in the

Brixton riots. I got there early on with a couple

mainstream press. The London agency

of battered Nikons and a pocket full of film.

Colorific distributed a set to European

I'd not covered anything as violent before but

magazines and newspapers as well as the

took to it immediately. Riots were easier in

Black Star agency in the US, who got the

those days. The protesters hadn't learned to

pictures published in Time, Newsweek and a

mistrust the press as they do now and the

few others. Suddenly the newspaper picture

police were too busy protecting themselves

desks knew me, book and TV researchers

to give photographers a hard time.

knew me and magazines knew me. My phone
started ringing and it all grew from that.
My favourite shot from those two days - and
it's still one of my most stolen images - is this
photo, taken on my longest lens, a 105mm, as
I pressed myself into the inadequate shelter of
a doorway with petrol bombs zipping past.

www.hoffmanphotos.com
instagram: @davidhoffmanuk

